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The Administrative Enforcement Agency Taoyuan Branch was established on January 1, 2001, to ensure that those 

under monetary obligation imposed by law pay their dues in accordance with the Administrative Enforcement Act. Our 

goal is to thru lawful approaches enforce the law, ensure payment of payment of public-law-imposed obligation and 

increase Treasury income. Our responsibilities concern property rights of the people, so we have been careful about the 

way we fulfill our duties. Based on our integrity, efficiency and responsiveness we inject the concept of business 

management into our administrative system, offer customer-oriented services and value public opinions to win public 

approval and enhance our image as a people-friendly agency. 

I. Schedule of Services: 

We allow flexible working hours: 

Flexible working hours: Full-day work schedule. Sign-in: 8:00-8:30 AM; Sign-out 5:00-5:30 PM. 

Noon Break: 12:30 – 1:30 PM (fixed schedule). 

Core office hours: Full-day work schedule. 8:30 AM-12:00 PM & 1:30-5:00 PM. 

Schedule for making payment to National Treasury Collections: 8:30 AM-12:00 PM & 1:30-4:00 PM. 

II. Principles for Handling Administrative Enforcement Cases: 

１Prudence: We take every public service case seriously, no matter its size, and take the initiative to offer the public 

convenient services. We think on the shoes of the concerned party and help find an acceptable solution. 

２Professionalism: Our staffs are required to study relevant rules and regulations so they may answer questions raised 

by the concerned party in a timely and satisfactory manner. 

３Dedication: In addition to professional knowledge, our staffs are required to handle their cases with enthusiasm and a 

sense of responsibility. 

４Two-way Communication: We perform our jobs with sincere, friendly attitude. We follow the law to the letter and try 

our best to meet lawful requests of the concerned party. We turn down unlawful requests of the concerned party in a 

respectful manner after an explanation is given. 

５Empathy: Understanding the feeling of the concerned party, we painstakingly answer his/her questions. We listen to 

the complaints patiently and offer explanations when there is a misunderstanding of the law. 

III. People-Friendly Services: 

（I）Expedient Administrative Procedures: 



１、All-Round Counter Services 

Near the entrance of the 1
st
 floor windows for major case-transfer agencies and National Treasury Collections 

are established with a service center staffed by the Agency for answering inquiries and receiving payment. 

２、Fax machines are available for public access on every floor (in each section/office). 

 （II）Provide tidy, well-illuminated business area. Sanitation is well maintained. Pots of plants are arranged to shape up 

a green office environment. Periodical facility maintenance is conducted to ensure office safety. 

 （III）Other Services: 

   １、Set up appropriate service counters to answer inquiries and provide chairs and desks for people to fill out 

paperwork with. 

   ２、Set up waiting areas with newspapers, periodicals and water. Set up writing areas with related forms, glasses 

and stationery. 

    ３、Set up barrier-free space with wheelchairs and service bells for the disabled. 

    ４、Conspicuous signs and staff name tags for easy identification. 

      （１）Payment schedule posted at the front entrance. Floor layout at the entrance of each floor to guide the public. 

   （２）Prepare large posters such as “Service Procedures”, “Procedures to File Declarations or Objections” and 

Guidelines for Installment Plan for Administrative Enforcement Cases” for the public. 

   （３）Require employees to wear name tag for identification. 

（IV）Value public opinions, take the initiative to communicate and coordinate, set up comment box and actively 

collect comments of the media/public to improve services and handle petitions in a timely manner. 

（V）Promote service courtesy and conduct intermittent phone courtesy inspection in according with Guidelines for 

Ministry of Justice and Agencies thereof to Promote Phone Courtesy to remind employees of proper phone 

courtesy. 

（VI）Establish service evaluation mechanism to enhance service quality. Formulate projects for self-evaluation of 

service quality and establish service evaluation committee to conduct periodical review, inject service 

concepts and introduce the idea of a service-oriented government to encourage employees’ active participation 

in services. 

（VII）Update the Agency’s webpages in a timely manner and post important information or services on e-bulletin to 

disseminate government policies and help the public inquire about or retrieve relevant information from the 

website. 

IV. Directions of Our Future Endeavors: 

(I) To extend out services and create a more expedient, more comfortable and safer business environment for your 

satisfaction. 

(II) To intensify our services: 

   １、Avoiding multiple phone transfers to enhance the efficiency of our phone services. 

   ２、Improving on-job training to shape up a professional, efficient image. 

   ３、Intensifying communication with case-transfer agencies to effectively handle administrative enforcement 

missions and protect the rights of the concerned party. 

   ４、Encouraging research and innovation for improving service quality to respond to the change of time. 

   ５、Taking advantage of civic resources to complete each assignment. 

V. Conclusion: 

Public service is a long-term endeavor. It is our constant effort to enhance and maintain our services so we may 

better serve you. Your comments and suggestions are welcomed. 



 

 

Address: No. 1195, Jhongjheng Rd., Taoyuan City 

Operator: (03) 357-9573 

Fax: (03) 357-9707 

E-Mail: tyy@mail.moj.gov.tw 

Civil Service Ethics Office Phone: (03) 357-9651 

Civil Service Ethics Office Fax: (03) 357-3637 

Directions: National Freeway #1 to Nankan Interchange and 3 km to the Agency; Follow South Taoyuan Interchange to 

downtown area, about 3.9 km to the Agency. 

Bus: Take Taoyuan Public Transit Bus #15 or #17 in front of Tonlin Department Stores on Jhonghua Rd., 

Taoyuan City (about 4 km to the Agency). 
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